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Becoming the first hashor
.Dadash Golam hashor has registered the first rank in the zone-hc site

about the weblog
The day the gentleman appears. The day will come
.when the world will change
Hoping that day

Archive
.As you can see, Dadash went up with 21267 defenses from all other defers and became the first
. The closest competitor to the security team is ajax, which is 11937 second defenses

Congratulations to my friend Golam
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Results and videos of the second hacking test

:Results and bypass video of the second hacking test
I sincerely appreciate the friends who cooperated and
bypassed the steps one by one and informed: (MRSCO, NoL1m1t, Nimaarek, Cru3l.b0y,
Hair whitening package

)... ,b3hz4d, Bl4ck.Viper
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Bypass movie prepared by Fardin Aziz, interested friends can download it from the following link
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Bleeding took over the world
- :- Microsoft.com.mk site hacked - :The anti-Shiite site kulalsalafiyeen was hacked by
the team
The Microsoft MSN site was hacked by the Iranian
.Dark Coders Team security team
The site of Jewish Life Television was hacked by
the IDC team
Down yahoo
Learn more about September 11th
Project to hack 313 Israeli sites by the team on the
occasion of Quds Day
Erotic site hacked by IDC team
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DEADTEAM IS HACKED
.What can I say to these chickens? You are a team =)). You are lame. You also swear
This is my answer to you

according to Ahwa, the deadteam hacking team was hacked by the Iranian Dark Coders Team hacking group. The ,

reason for hacking this site is cyber differences. The

link to the dead team hacking movie link is

http://s2.picofile.com/file/ 7293819351 / deadteam.rar.html

Proof link
))= because they were lemurs , they registered themselves in Zone-h
:I had to register somewhere else
/ http://append-h.com/mirror/id/1507/deadteam. ir
http://www.myproof-h.org/view/?id=16394
http://append-hc.com/mirror/id/651
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Report xss bug in RapidLeach
I heard a bug after the bug I found from rapidleech
:According to hacking and security news
Dangerous vulnerabilities have been reported in the Rapidleech program, which is used by many administrators and
.users in Iran
This vulnerability is located in the notes.php file and causes the code to run remotely
This vulnerability has been reported by MRSCO
:The specifications of this vulnerability can be seen in the following link
www.1337day.com/exploits/17289
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web 6
The Whirlpool report , "Web Margins 6" is waiting to be read with technology news and the web world, as in
previous weeks. Let us know what you think about the type of web fringe news, its strengths and weaknesses. Please;
!Enjoy your meal

?How to measure the speed of our internet
Iranian Internet speed measurement software is used by the end user through a web browser to check the quality of the
connection and is installed in different parts of the country with the aim of creating accurate, comprehensive and
dynamic monitoring and allows the user to Test the speed and quality of your internet around the clock and in different
situations. Click here
to use this software . Granting the right to forget "embarrassing information!" The European Commission is
considering a law under which those who use the Internet have a "right to be forgotten". If the law is passed,
individuals can ask companies to clear their embarrassing information, and companies must accept it. These rules are
.for young people who are unaware of the consequences of the photos and information they post on social media

Read more
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xss in nasa
First, hello to all my friends who have a series of blogs: X

Well, some time ago I was hitting a wheel at NASA when I saw an xss bug, I said let all my friends see

X:

linked
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Israel's biggest government hacker threatened by
!Iran's Deputy Prime Minister

.International Service - Israel's biggest hacker claims to have received death threats from Iran

Israel's biggest hacker, known as Hannibal, claims that a letter was sent to him by the Iranian Deputy Prime Minister"
.threatening him with death," Israel National News quoted Israeli Channel 2 as saying, according to Tabnak. has done

:He also published the full text of the threat as follows

If you publish the account information, I promise you will be destroyed. You are under the influence of Israeli
.propaganda. You are a stupid Jew

In response to this threat, Hannibal has so far hacked and published nearly 25,000 emails and Arab usernames on
.Facebook; In addition, he revealed the credit card numbers of Arab citizens

It seems that the Israeli television network has confused Iran with one of the Arab countries, because neither Iran has a
.prime minister nor the citizens of Iran are Arabs, from whom this government hacker has taken revenge
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Hey

good for some time that the post had not said a postal something useful for all buy: D

Well you're gonna comments just post questions or ambiguities in the field of hacking or security speak after me to
where I can not answer or I will send it to you or post it on this blog
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zone-h.org

Well, yesterday, after a while, I came to a 120 sites, I deface, I had registered them all, it was a kind of project:
,January
.then I went, I registered them all in zone-h, 2 hours later, I checked and saw that everyone was invalid. Had
.This is our chance
I also come to deface, they shake hands with everyone to get on their nerves
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ways to increase the security of your website 10
.
ways to increase the security of your website 10

Hacker attacks on Internet sites are becoming more and more complex, and so should security issues. As the security
complexities of antivirus, firewall, and periodically updated programs become more complex, hackers who see their
source of revenue in jeopardy also need to come up with more innovative and innovative ways. As a result, in response
to the increase in security, they have gone to war with the security industry with increasing and complex attacks,
.forcing activists in this field to work and constantly strive to fight in this endless battle

But how do hackers always go one step ahead of security experts? One of the answers is obvious - they have to take     
more initiative or they will have to give up the profession. Another answer goes back to the organizational structure of
hackers - a single hacker working in the basement of his house achieves his goals more creatively and faster than a
.large and tortuous software company. So a professional hacker is definitely more likely to succeed
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However, it can be said that the biggest factor in the continued success of hackers is the lack of awareness and"     
".awareness on the part of software users and website owners
Sorry professional user, we have to say that there are many people who put their password in the same word
"password" (or its English equivalent password) and use this word for all their passwords. There are those who use 2year-old non-updated antivirus software! If everyone was committed to protecting their data, hackers would have to
spend much longer time and more sophisticated methods of hacking, and many of them could not. But with the current
situation, thanks to the fact that many people are unaware of their vulnerability, it is easy for hackers to infiltrate and
.attack like playing with numbers

:This article describes 10 effective ways to thwart hackers' efforts     
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